I. Introduction
There are difficult problems to urgently solving for underwater acoustic signals processing on target detecting, recognizing and tracking in far range. Ocean environment noise of ship radiate noise background is very complexity, it is different for vary time and position. The ship radiate noise signals are buried in ocean environment noise. This brings difficult for both target detection and feature choosing. Therefore, it is mainly task to reduce noise, to recover original signal and distill availability information for underwater acoustic signals processing. It is motivated by practical problems that involve several target signals and array sonar. Blind signal separation techniques have been carried out for this problem, including the separation by second or higher order statistical criterion, separation by information-theoretic criteria, separation by neural networks [1] - [3] . For non stationary signals, Matsuaka et al have proposed solved method using second-order decorrelation only [4] . They implicitly use the nonstationarity of the signals via a neural net approach. In this paper, we propose to take advantage explicitly of nonstationarity property of signals to be separated. We take advantage of the powerful tool time-frequency distributions [5] to separate and recover the underwater acoustic signals of ship radiating. First, we identify the single source auto-terms which correspond to diagonal Spatial Time-Frequency Distribution (STFD) of the sources vector with only one non-zero diagonal entry. And then, we proposed a blind signal separation method based on combined the joint-diagonalization and anti-diagonalization of a set of STFD matrices [6] . Lastly, simulation results were provided which showed a good performance.
II. A Time Frequency Blind Separation Model
The benefit of STFD over the spatial correlation matrix in nonstationary signal environment is the direct exploitation of the information brought by the nonstationarity of the signals [7] , [8] . Algorithm utilized the difference between the t-f distribution signatures of the signals. In contrast to blind signal separation approaches using second-order and/or high order statistics, the proposed approach utilized characteristics both time-domain and frequency-domain. The marked strongpoint is that algorithm can separate Gaussian signals with identical spectral shape but with different t-f localization properties and increase the robustness of approach with respect to noise. We consider the following model:
is a n-vector containing the zero mean unknown sources. They are mutually independent for every time. A is a m×n unknown full mixing matrix, with m_n, n(t) is a i.i.d noise vector independent from the sources.
The time-frequency distributions (TFD) of the signal x(t) is given by (2) and (3) are now used to define the data spatial time frequency distribution (STFD) matrix,
where
Under the assumption of the linear data model of Eq.(1) and neglecting the noise, the STFD matrix takes the following simple structure: 
We propose a method by using Joint-Diagonalize(JD) a set of whitened matrices The success of the JD or JAD of TFD matrices in determining the unitary matrix U depends strongly on the correct selection of the auto-term and cross-term points. Since U is a unitary matrix, the following relation is valid for observed STFD matrices corresponding to the cross-terms positions: 
III. Blind Separation Approach
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IV. Result of Blind Separation Simulation Based on TFD
The signals separation experiments are conducted using the real underwater acoustic signals. Assuming the number of sources is three, the observation sensor number is three too. Figure 1 shows part of TFD of three sources and three observation signals. In this experiment, we investigated the result of blind separation using proposed approach. Figure 2 shows scatter plot of three sources against blind separation outputs. It is clear that signals recovers well based on TFD. The second example is this situation that the observation signals are mixed with two Gaussian signals (source 1 and 3) and one real underwater acoustic signal sampled at 25kHz (source 2). Figure 3 plots waveform of sources and their TFD. Figure 4 is the blind separation result by using proposed algorithm. In Fig.4 , dot line (blue) are waveform of sources and real line (red) are blind separated outputs. They are very similitude each other. 
V. Conclusions
Time-frequency distributions have been recently proposed for applications to array signal processing problems. So, we introduce into underwater acoustic signal processing for blind separation. The elements of a time frequency distribution matrix are the time frequency distributions and cross time frequency distribution of the data received at sonar array. We propose a new blind separation approach using t-f distributions (STFD). It is devised to primarily separate sources with temporal non stationary signal characteristics.
The proposed approach shows a number of attractive features. It allows the separation of Gaussian sources with identical spectral shapes but with different t-f localization properties. Two experiments of real underwater acoustic signal and Gaussian signals are carried out. These experiments have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed technique in non stationary signals.
